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Boxcars for the Un-Vaxxed—Separate Boxcars for the Un-Boosted

"So you work at the internment camp—and your job is?" "As an 'un-boosted' detainee, 
I unload boxcars, directing the un-boosted ('vaccination compliant'), to the 'equity labor 
brigades'. Along with a 2nd job—I usher the 'un-vaxxed' to the 'final solution pavilion'."

Let's not forget that most of the left wanted to put the un-'vaccinated' into internment 
camps. Lying about it now, they make an attempt to re-write history—but it's still lies.

Even compassion has been weaponized. Getting vaxxed was showing compassion 
for grandma. Which was not something that came to us from a 'spirit of humanity'. This 
came down in the form of dictates, 'fun and profit' mandates, from an elite 'collective'.

The elite have one goal: to take the place of God, and have us accept them as 'divin-
ity'. But I can't bring to mind one of them for whom I see a connection to anything 'di-
vine'. Instead, each elite seems ardently atheist—grubbing for control over others.

The tyrant comes as a 'friend of the democracy'. Unfortunately, the coming of the 
tyrant coincides with the last and lowest stage of the democracy. The tyrant comes to 
save the democracy from anarchy. But, I wonder—might anarchy be misunderstood?

After the tyranny fails to save democracy, we get anarchy, itself a form of govern-
ment—a more interesting form than one might imagine. Defined as a 'state of disorder' 
due to 'absence or nonrecognition' of authority. But does it have to be 'disorder', and, 
nonrecognition of authority, might that not be a good thing? Think Biden, Fauci, Gates.

That's the 1st definition of anarchy. The 2nd: 'The organization of society on the ba-
sis of 'voluntary cooperation' without political institutions or 'hierarchical government'. 
The US/West, the most regulated global region, could do with a wiping away of all reg-
ulation, sparingly adding regulations needed to foster freedom and small business, 

We exist—crushed by regs, Biden keeps adding executive orders that either thwart 
free enterprise or attack 10 Amendments that constitute the Bill of Rights. All the while 
offering 'flowery bromides' about the flame of democracy and freedom. This is phony 
bullshit, which, when the dollar, fails will bring a tyranny or, if more fortunate—anarchy. 

In a republic, the majority protects the individual because a republic places greater 
power in the hands of the citizens. In a democracy, the majority rules, and during the  
'end stages', democracy becomes divisive 'mob rule'—we now experience in the US.

Avril Haines was sworn in as the Director of National Intelligence in 2021, and since 
then has been grinding under her heel, the oath she took to defend the Constitution. 



She wants an expiring law to be extended, mandating all Americans subject to sur-
veillance—because of great risk from Mexican cartels. To hell with the 4th Amendment.

The way the law is written has little to do, specifically, with drug cartels—these type 
of laws give government the power to monitor/control both criminals and innocents. 

Avril, also subject to 'freedom bromides', has no visible concern for rights. For her, 
it's all about national security. Liberty always perishes when enough citizens accede 
control to elites, being convinced that national security and their safety is at risk. 

Medical elites, now empowered to do the work of God, don't understand how nature 
works. Human immune systems developed and adapted through natural selection—
make clear that 'final cause' (God), is a fan of Nuremberg Code and scientific method. 

Our immune systems are now subject to elite transformation, given-over to Pharma, 
to remake a God-given immune system—adapted and rarified over millennia to keep 
us safe from bacteria and viruses. Elite 'idiot savants' don't understand the human 
genome. As a result, they've failed over 4 decades to create a working flu or coron-
avirus 'vaccine'. Based on that, they intend to 'vaccinate' us against millions of viruses, 
most of which we have scant information for—and not a clue as to how they function.  

Given our experience with Covid, elites don't get the basics: One can't chase a virus 
that is mutating faster than one can play catch-up. Faulty rationales that the 'vaccines' 
didn't achieve duration because the virus mutated faster than the 'vaccines' is all BS. 
They basically had 1 'vaccine' that the 'virus ran away from—as has every coronavirus. 
And, if 'we knew it', guess who else knew it, yet persisted—forcing their 'dictates' on us.

What the 'false gods' have in store for us is worse than messing with our immune 
systems. Being godless, they want to change human nature—merging humanity with 
computer technology. Having lost their humanity, that's the only future they envisage.  

'Vaccine gods', with their intended 'vax/travel permits' intend to bring serious strife—  
made worse in a West that has become a geopolitical entity populated mostly by mo-
rons willing to cede all decision-making authority to someone other than themselves. 
Each of them has lost touch with an 'inner divinity'—a 'mentor' that knows what is best. 

We are on the verge of a 'great elite reset', or (if hugely fortunate), a 'great awaken-
ing'. But, elite reset will come at great risk to the powers that be. Controlling us with 
'vaccines' and passports is iffy—given how badly they messed up the Covid go-round.

The 'reset' likely plays-out over CBDC—unless the banks collapse before they have 
time to implement (pray for that). But, even implemented, CBDC viability is question-
able. Because government is so bad at implementation, even of simple things, might 
alone bring down an entire CBDC prison complex. How to pay the kid who mows your 
lawn or that $100 bill for each grandchild at Christmas—may be enough to call bullshit.

With so much evil in the world I find myself leaning on the 'divine' (not joined with the 
'local religion'), but sharing a 'deeper sense'. With re-affirmed faith in a universe in con-
fluence with a 'rational guiding hand', I can deal with a period of 'controlled anarchy' 
possibility, until we can get back our 'republic'—I'm not as scared of it as I used to be.

In essential reality, human beings by nature are not consumers—nor are they de-
pendent on an elite. We are self-moved—from time untold. We are each, essentially, 
anarcho-capitalists, looking to our own interests but recognizing human similarities 
more than differences. Besides, the 'clinking' sound of silver is something I do miss.  

I'm home from the road—things here needed attention. With so much to write about.
Contrarians can get my articles by email, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com.


